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INTRODUCTION

ABA is a meme coin on the Solana blockchain, having emerged just Bsince 3rd of February 2024. It underwent a stealth launch, starting with a 

market cap of 3K. The storyline revolves around BABA, who, feeling 

neglected by his brother PEPE, witnesses PEPE’s success and wealth, leading 

BABA to adopt an unhealthy lifestyle, becoming overweight and depressed. 

Tired of this, BABA resolves to surpass his brother in the crypto world, promising 

success, significant gains for followers, and a commitment to achieving the best 

shape in the crypto space.

BABA’s complete team has undergone KYC verification at SolidProof 

(https://t.me/solidproof/2464). Comprising two owners, BABA I and BABA II, 

supported by four additional team members, each serves a specific role in the 

project, spanning development, content creation, and community 

management. The two developers boast significant crypto experience, with one 

having 9 years and the other 13 years, evident in our work.

Presently, the project concentrates on community building and marketing 

efforts. BABA undergoes a transformation at each market cap milestone (1M, 

10M, 100M, 1B), reflecting improvements in its form and strength. Marketing and 

development efforts escalate with each milestone.



VISION
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Has passed the KYC Verification process



ROADMAP

’s



0 - 1M



1M - 10M



10M - 100M



100M - 1B



1B+

CONCLUSION

BABA stands as an exclusive MEME designed for those who resonate 

with the BABA spirit. Many in the crypto space have faced neglect, 

endured setbacks, fallen victim to scams, or simply not achieved the 

transformative gains they anticipated. BABA is the ideal MEME you’ve 

all been searching for since entering the crypto realm. What sets BABA 

apart is its experienced and KYC-compliant developers and team, a solid 

and dedicated community, continuous efforts from the developers, and 

active engagement on (X)Twitter through community raids. With a 

strong roadmap and achievable milestones, BABA embodies a vision of 

positivity, hard work, transparency, and unwavering motivation to 

become the ultimate MEME during the upcoming Bullrun!
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